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Please make checks payable to Psi Upsilon Alumni Association of Troy, Inc.
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$147.00 - Fill in one line

$247.00 - Fill in one brick

$470.00 - Fill in both bricks

$1047.00 - Fill in 4 bricks or email me regarding a granite brick

Other donation 

Dear Brothers,

I'm happy to report that the house expansion is scheduled for construction this coming Summer, 2002.  At this year's 3-3 general meeting 
of the alumni and undergrads, we agreed on the criteria for going ahead with the expansion.  For more information about the expansion, 
please visit the alumni website at http://www.orbitals.com/psiu.  The undergraduate chapter is strong, and they expect to meet their 
commitments easily.  Our alumni commitment is to insure that we can make the required down payment.

Your past donations to the $47K fund have gone to help pay architect's fees; the remainder of this money will become part of the down
payment on the expansion.  We currently have $34,000 in the $47K fund, which includes your past donations both to $47K and to the 
old housing fund.

Our goal is to raise $15,000 in this final $47K fund raiser.  This money will be used to meet the down payment and closing costs on the 
addition.  This year you are invited to buy a brick!  These will be decorative engraved bricks, which we will display on a wall inside the new 
chapter house (exact location to be determined).  The standard bricks are 4" x 8" and have room for three lines of text, 18 characters per 
line.  You can use any combination of UPPERCASE characters, symbols/Greek letters, and spacing that you want.  (Your 6-year total 
$47K fund contributions will be also be recognized on a plaque in the new chapter house.)

PRICING:
$147 = half of a YU brick:  your 18-character message on one line of a brick, with YU and EI in the middle, and someone else's message 
           on the other line

$247 = one brick

$470 = two bricks

$1047 = four bricks, or one granite 8" x 8" brick with room for 5 lines of text (contact me if you are interested)

Thank you for helping us to realize our goal of expanding and renovating the chapter house.

Yours in the Bonds,
Ernie Daniels EI 391

Don't forget The Epsilon Iota Chapter of Psi Upsilon will be celebrating our 20th Anniversary on April 13th, 2002.  
http://www.orbitals.com/psiu

Please mail this slip and check to: Ernest Daniels
8A Tidd Avenue
Woburn, MA 01801

edaniels@owlcontrol.com


